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Abstract

Interaction in Augmented Reality environments requires

the precise alignment of virtual elements added to the real

scene. This can be achieved if the egocentric perception of

the augmented scene is coherent in both the virtual and the

real reference frames. To this aim, a proper calibration of

the complete system, composed of the Augmented Reality

device, the user and the environment, should be performed.

Over the years, several calibration techniques have been

proposed, and objectively evaluating their performance has

shown to be troublesome. Since only the user can assess

the hologram alignment fidelity, most researchers quantify

the calibration error with subjective data from user studies.

This paper describes the calibration process of an optical

see-through device, based on a visual alignment method,

and proposes a technique to objectively quantify the resid-

ual misalignment error.

1. Introduction

Starting from the definition given by Azuma [2], Aug-

mented Realty (AR) systems should have the following

three characteristics: (i) they should combine real and vir-

tual; (ii) be interactive in real time, and (iii) registered in

3D. In [13], the authors define the concept of locational re-

alism. Specifically, the location of virtual objects has to

be perceived as equally real, solid and believable as actual

physical objects. This is particularly important, when in-

teraction among the users and the virtual and real objects

is required [3], e.g. in industrial environments, when AR

system are used to teach procedures or assembling tasks, or

in rehabilitation contexts, where the users should perform

precise actions with their limbs. To achieve a satisfactory

locational realism, the head-mounted display (HMD) used

must be properly calibrated.

The current state of the art calibration techniques for Op-

tical See-Through (OST) devices have been collected in a

recent survey [13]. The main problem behind OST HMD

calibration can be defined as obtaining the transformation

between the HMD display and the user’s eyes, together with

its intrinsic parameters, which will define the virtual cam-

era projection used to render the scene. This task can be

fully automated assuming an eye tracker is integrated in the

HMD, obtaining in real time all the parameters needed to

achieve a fully defined projective geometrical model. If

no eye tracker is available, however, Manual [24][9][10]

or Semi-Automatic [11][18][21] calibration methods must

be used instead. These methods always require some man-

ual user interaction (e.g. alignments of points), which must

be performed before the user starts to use the HMD for its

intended purpose. The difference between the various tech-

niques is usually linked to the number of alignments needed

during the calibration phase.

An important problem related to OST HMD calibration

is the difficulty of quantitatively measure the residual re-

projection error. Most studies, as stated in the survey [13],

quantify the calibration reprojection error by analyzing data

collected from user studies. Several data collection schemes

have been proposed, but rarely any objectively quantifiable

data is provided. Sometimes, a picture of the alignment is

provided, but single images are not foolproof evidence of a

genuine calibration since the alignment can be the result of

multiple roto-translation errors which compensate one an-

other in that specific geometrical scenario. In [24], a man-

nequin head with cameras has been used to display a pic-

ture of the obtained alignment, but no further analysis is

performed on feed obtainable from the cameras: the single

picture of the alignment is used as metric for the calibration

quality. However, a single alignment cannot be considered

a good indicator of a genuine calibration, as it can be the



result of several errors which compensate themselves.

The scope of this paper is to introduce a technique to

evaluate the calibration performance, by using the objec-

tive data obtained from a stereo camera mounted on a man-

nequin head, in order to overcome the limits of an evalua-

tion performed by users only. The proposed solution is to

measure the reprojection error by comparing the distance

between the real and virtual 3D positions of several points,

which are observed through the HMD lenses by the stereo

camera. The residual positional error between the virtual

camera and the real camera is also obtained, together with

the intrinsic parameter drift. With current user-based meth-

ods, none of these parameters can be estimated, making dif-

ferent calibration techniques hard to compare.

This paper thus proposes a system that addresses the cal-

ibration of a commercial OST HMD in a general way, with-

out relying on the specific calibration procedure of the pro-

ducer, and by allowing the computation of all the necessary

transformation to achieve the desired locational realism. In

particular, we exploited a standard calibration procedure,

i.e. the Single-Point Active Alignment Method (SPAAM)

technique [13] and a commercial tracking system, i.e. the

HTC Vive Lighthouse system, as in [20]. In this way, we

are able to fully calibrate the OST device, i.e. the Meta2 by

Metavision, by computing all the transformations that link

the users’ eyes, the camera device, the real world and the

virtual environment reference frames. In case we need to

track real objects in the scene, in order to augment them

with virtual elements, it is possible to add more HTC track-

ers. Since a single system is used to track all the required

poses, it is easy to define a common reference frame, unlike

other setups where further transformations are required [5].

The main advantage of the devised solution is that it is

independent from the specific hardware choice we made, in-

deed the same approach can be extended to any OST HMD

and to any tracking system.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly sum-

marizes the related work behind the calibration technique.

In Section 3, we describe the specific experimental setups

we consider, though the generality of the approach must be

considered. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe our calibra-

tion implementation and procedure, while in Section 6 we

describe our validation method. The quantitative results of

our technique are shown in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8,

we discuss the obtained results and the limitation of the pro-

posed approach. Further improvements will be necessary to

obtain a system where egocentric perception of real and vir-

tual elements is coherent and interaction is possible.

2. Related Work

In OST devices, for a proper rendering we need to know

the 6-DoF pose of the virtual cameras in the physical world,

which coincides with the 6-DoF pose of the user’s eyes. For

this reason, unlike Video See-Through (VST) HMDs, a cal-

ibration is always needed.

As summarized in a recent review [13], OST calibration

techniques can be split between Manual, Semi-Automatic

and Automatic methods.

Manual calibration methods require the test subject to

perform a manual alignment task, which is needed to com-

pute all the required parameters that define the projective

geometry of the user-HMD system.

Semi-Automatic methods seek to simplify the calibra-

tion process by reducing the number of alignments required.

This is normally achieved by computing only the parame-

ters that change between different users (e.g. [21]) or be-

tween different sessions for the same user (e.g. [10][11]).

Semi-Automatic methods seek to reduce the reprojection

error by being less reliant on the user precision during the

alignment task of the calibration. It must be noted that

implementing these calibration techniques is usually more

elaborate with respect to traditional Manual methods, and

sometimes requires additional hardware. As an example, in

[21] the parameters were split between the eye model and

the display model, which was calibrated separately using a

mechanical apparatus.

Automatic calibration methods do not require any user

input, as they are able to obtain the 6-DoF pose of the

eyes automatically, mostly by using eye tracker sensors.

Of course, Automatic calibration represents the best option

when available, as it accommodates for changes of the ge-

ometry during run time (although with a processing over-

head). The presence of an eye tracker integrated in the

HMD also enables enhanced gaze interactions (as opposed

to the fixed crosshair-centered based ones) and more real-

istic rendering techniques (e.g. foveated rendering). Cur-

rently, however, most commercial HMDs do not provide

integrated eye tracking functions, thus implementing Au-

tomatic calibration methods can be troublesome due to the

difficulties related with detecting eye movements using ex-

ternal sensors. For this reason, these methods will not be

covered in this study.

In [13], several studies [1][14][22] investigating the dif-

ference between calibration procedures are discussed. Re-

ducing the impact of human error by simplifying the cal-

ibration process has shown to also reduce the amount of

reprojection error; however, there is evidence that the pro-

cedures are still unable to obtain accurate results with naive

users [22][13]. To obtain uniform data, the test subjects

must be trained accordingly to be precise during the cali-

bration process.

Independently of the type of calibration, the purpose is

always to find the transformation matrix which can map

HMD pixel coordinates to the user’s eye’s coordinates. In

the common pinhole camera model, this transformation G

(Eq. 1) maps a 3D world point (xw, yw, zw) into 2D pixel



coordinates (u, v). In this study we will refer to the intrin-

sic matrix as K (Eq.3) and to the extrinsic matrix as (R, t).
The camera model formulation has been widely discussed,

for further details refer to [16][25][7].
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Our calibration is based on the SPAAM technique [24], a

popular calibration method, adapted to current mainstream

systems. In the original study, a tracker receiver (defined

”mark”) was rigidly attached to the HMD. A tracker trans-

mitter obtained the pose of the mark in the transmitter co-

ordinate system. The camera Matrix defining the projec-

tive transformation was defined as in Eq. 4, where F is

the 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix which defines

the transformation between the transmitter and the mark, C

is the pose of the transmitter with respect to world coordi-

nates and G is the 3x4 projection matrix of the camera-mark

transformation.

A = GFC (4)

3. Experimental setup

In our experimental setup, the used OST HMD was a

Meta2 by Metavision. The Meta2 HMD has 90◦ field of

view and a resolution of 2560x1440 pixels (1280x1440 per

eye). The Meta2 provides its internal SLAM, which has

been disabled and replaced with a Vive-tracker based lo-

calization. This choice was led by the inconsistency of the

SLAM localization, which is unable to compensate the drift

caused by the error accumulation over time. The tracking

provided by the Vive Lighthouses and trackers, on the other

hand, has a good degree of stability and precision [19][4]

(sub millimetric jitter on static objects).

To validate the calibration, a ZED mini camera has been

mounted on a polystyrene mannequin head (Figure 1). The

ZED mini is a stereo camera which can be set to run at a

resolution of 1920x1080 pixel per eye (allowing 30 frames

per second) or 1280x720 pixel (running at 60 frames per

second). It has a baseline of 63 mm, which is in the middle

of the mean Inter-pupillary Distance (IPD) of men (64±3.4

mm) and women (61.7±3.6 mm) according to [12]. The

FoV of the ZED mini is of 90 degrees horizontally, 60

degrees vertically and 110 degrees diagonally. The focal

length is 2.8 mm, 1400 pixels at full HD resolution and 700

pixels at HD720.

Figure 1. The mannequin head used to perform the calibration.

We used Unity as graphic engine.

Since we did not use any advanced functionality pro-

vided by the chosen hardware, we can assume without

loss of generality that the following techniques can be ap-

plied reliably with any combination of similar sensors. Our

choice of hardware leans towards easily available sensors in

the current commercial context.

4. Calibration

In our setup (Figure 2), we used the tracking system of

the HTC Vive, composed by the two Lighthouses paired

with two Vive trackers. We made this choice to exploit the

precision of the Vive tracking system [19][4] and its ability

to retain the world space frame pose fixed over time, as op-

posed to SLAM systems which usually set the origin of the

world frame in the initial pose obtained when starting the

mapping process (and thus it varies on different sessions).

The Vive trackers are already tracked in world coordinates,

with the center of the world space defined during the room

scale calibration. For this reason, F and C (Eq. 4) can be

combined in a single matrix which represents the 6-DoF

pose of the Vive Tracker rigidly attached to the HMD.

x y

Vive tracker used as
target (3D world 
point), tracked in the 
HMD reference frame

ZHMD

YHMD

XHMD

P = (XW; YW; ZW)HMD reference frame 
(Vive tracker rigidly
attached to the HMD)

G

Vive Lighthouse

World reference frame (Center of steamVR room setup)

F

Figure 2. The SPAAM calibration setup in our implementation.

We used one of the trackers to track the HMD pose (Fig-

ure 1, right), and the other as 3D point for the alignment



task. The HMD tracker (which will be called mark for co-

herence with [24]) is rigidly attached (with a screw) to the

HMD by means of a 3D printed support (Fig 3) specifically

designed around the Meta2 HMD. We will refer to the same

notation used in [24], with a few modifications.

Figure 3. Schema of the transformations needed to obtain the pro-

jection alignment. The G matrix is obtained with the SPAAM cal-

ibration, the other transformations can be computed off-line.

Let Pw = [xw, yw, zw, 1]T be the homogeneous coor-

dinates of the known 3D point, which is represented by the

Vive tracker which is positioned stationary attached to a tri-

pod in front of the user, and PI = [x, y]T its projected im-

age point. We define mark the coordinate system defined by

the Vive tracker attached to the HMD. We assume Pw coor-

dinates are already expressed in the mark coordinate system

(as this transformation can easily be obtained by exploiting

the hierarchical structure of the scene in Unity). The pro-

jection model (Eq. 1) can be solved with SVD to obtain all

the elements of the 3x4 Camera matrix G.

The calibration procedure thus involves displaying a

crosshair (or other types of pointers) that needs to be aligned

to the fixed 3D point in the world. The position of the 3D

point in mark coordinates Pw is then saved together with

the pixel coordinates PI where the crosshair was displayed,

creating two equations of the system (Eq. 1) for each align-

ment. In the original study, the 3x4 projection matrix G (in

Hartley and Zisserman [16] notation) was converted in the

4x4 projection notation used by OpenGL by pushing the

parameters into a 4x4 orthographic projection. For more

insight on the process, refer to [24][23]. In our study we

dissected the camera matrix into its intrinsic and extrinsic

parameters by RQ decomposition, and applied them sep-

arately to a standard camera object in Unity, by using its

transform (for the extrinsic parameters) and physical cam-

era (for the intrinsic) properties.

This calibration procedure holds for the monocular case.

It can be adapted to the stereo case [9] by displaying a 3D

object (e.g. a disk) for the alignment task, in different posi-

tions in the two views (the shifted disparity should be tuned

based on the user’s measured IPD). Another approach is to

simply perform the calibration separately for each eye.

In the original SPAAM study [24], it was not specified if

any sort of point normalization (as shown in [6]) had been

performed to avoid badly conditioned matrix during the sin-

gular value decomposition, nor any outlier rejection pro-

cedures. Since from preliminary results we observed that

head jitter during the alignment task introduced a non-trivial

amount of error, to reduce the variance between calibrations

we implemented a RANSAC procedure [8]. Instead of col-

lecting the minimum 6 alignments, we have been collecting

n = 15 alignments per eye. Each alignment was considered

an inlier when the reprojection error was under 0.1 mm. The

considered pixel size (when projected on the lenses) was

considered to be 0.059 mm. This value has been obtained

by considering the surface difference between the project-

ing LCD surface and the lenses. Our stopping criteria is

based on the number of iterations i, which is updated every

time a new model with more inliers m is found, based on

the probability β of finding a better model (Eq. 5). The

value of β was set to 0.001.

i =
log β

log(1− (m/n)k)
(5)

Increasing the number of alignments required in the pro-

cedure increases the calibration precision, at the cost of in-

creased user strain. As pointed out in [13], it is advisable

to track the workload increase by using subjective measure-

ments such as NASA TLX [15]. Since the data used in this

study during the validation is not provided by users, this

analysis was not applicable, thus the increased user strain

has not been considered as a limiting factor during calibra-

tion.

Figure 4. The inner reference frames transformations of the Meta2

HMD as reported by the manufacturer.

The HMD rendering is based upon the pose of the device

origin tracked by its provided SLAM system. The SLAM

and rotation tracking provided by the HMD has been dis-

abled, since the pose tracking is already performed by the

mark tracker. The Meta2 HMD is thus used merely as a vi-

sualization device, so that the whole procedure can be eas-

ily adapted to work with any HMD. Once the G matrix has

been computed (Eq. 1), which represents the transformation

between the mark tracker and the user’s eyes, it is needed to



also obtain the transformation between the original tracking

system and the mark tracker. The reference frames provided

by the Meta2 SDK are oriented as in Figure 4: the virtual

cameras’ poses are expressed with respect to the device ori-

gin.

To obtain the relative position between the mark tracker

and the Meta2 camera reference system, we fixed the

tracker with a 1/4” screw on a 3D-printed part which was

designed to precisely house the ZED mini stereo camera.

The printed part can be easily designed and modified to

adapt to any HMD. Moreover, the transformation matrix
M
Z T between the (ZED) camera and the mark tracker will

be directly obtainable from the CAD drawing of the part.

Figure 5. Calibration of the ZED camera with the Meta2 camera,

needed to obtain the transformation matrix Z

CT that defines their

relative pose.

The relative pose between the ZED mini and the Meta2

camera can be obtained by using traditional stereo camera

calibration procedures (see [26][17]), by taking pictures of

a checkerboard pattern from one of the two cameras of the

ZED mini and the Meta2 Camera simultaneously. Before

collecting the images, the ZED mini stereo system was cal-

ibrated with the same procedure, thus any image collected

by means of the ZED mini was already undistorted. The

calibration was performed with the Matlab Camera Cali-

bration App, which is based on Zhang implementation [26].

Once the transformation Z
CT between the Meta Camera and

the ZED mini is obtained (see Figure 5), since the transfor-

mation M
Z T between the ZED camera and the mark tracker

is known from the CAD, and so is the transformation C
OT

between the Meta device origin and the Meta Camera (from

the manufacturer documentation), we can then compute the

transformation M
O T between the Meta device origin and the

mark tracker by combining the transformations in cascade

(Eq. 6).

M
O T = M

Z T
Z
CT

C
OT (6)

The T
V T matrix obtained from the extrinsic parameters

of projection matrix G, is composed by the transformation

M
O T from the mark tracker to the device origin and the trans-

formation O
V T from the device origin and the Virtual (left or

right) camera (Eq. 7).

M
V T = O

V T
M
O T (7)

Since the mark tracker is rigidly attached to the HMD,
M
O T is fixed. Once O

V T is computed for each eye, it would

also be possible to switch back to the HMD SLAM track-

ing system, retaining the calibration effects (assuming the

absence of headset slippage during use).

5. Calibration Procedure

To evaluate the calibration residual error, we performed

a calibration session by using the mannequin head equipped

with the ZED mini to simulate a human vision system.

In a normal scenario, the user would move his/her head

to match the displayed crosshair with the fixed target. Since

in our case the target is also a tracker, it would also be possi-

ble to perform the alignment with a combined movement of

the head and the target tracker (e.g. kept in the user’s hand).

To perform the calibration with the fixed mannequin, the

alignment is performed by moving the target tracker until

the alignment is observed in the ZED video feed (see Fig-

ure 6). We placed the target tracker on a moving table to

achieve precise alignments.

Figure 6. The view from inside the HMD during the alignment

task while calibrating the left eye. On the right lens, the bright

hologram floating several decimeters above the tracker shows the

current uncalibrated reprojection.

Once both eyes (cameras) have been calibrated, to test

the residual reprojection error, we measured the misalign-

ment by using a tracked checkerboard. The checkerboard

has been placed on a metal table, which was tracked by a

third Vive tracker, rigidly attached by means of a 3D printed

part (Figure 7).

The same tracker used as a target during the calibra-

tion could have been used, we have chosen to use a third

one for the sake of convenience. The checkerboard posi-

tion with respect to the attached tracker is known (from the

custom nature of the support), thus if a perfect calibration

is achieved, it is possible to display a virtual checkerboard

perfectly aligned with the real one. We can measure the

quality of the calibration from the offset between the virtual

checkerboard and the real one.



Figure 7. The tracked checkerboard.

We collected 19 images of the checkerboard from dif-

ferent angles, trying to cover as much as the image frame

as possible. The checkerboard was placed at distances be-

tween 50-90 centimeters, which is the area of interest for

human interaction in peripersonal space. The checkerboard

was placed on a still support. For each checkerboard po-

sition, two stereo pairs were collected: one (pair) with the

augmented checkerboard displayed, one without displaying

the augmentation (Figure 8). The two stereo pairs (aug-

Figure 8. Left and right view of the augmentation after the calibra-

tion.

mented and unaugmented) were thus not collected simulta-

neously, but since both the mannequin and the checkerboard

were firmly fixed, we can assume there was no significant

change between the two image pairs even if collected at

slightly different time intervals (a few seconds apart from

one another). The overall amount of collected images thus

was 19 for each eye, both augmented and unaugmented ver-

sions, for a total of 76 images. From the original set of

19 stereo pairs, 8 were discarded as ill-defined (e.g. the

checkerboard was not fully visible in both views, either in

the real or the augmented case).

To have a better contrast in the augmented images, the

lights were turned off when collecting the augmented pairs.

In scarce lighting conditions, the augmentation completely

covers the real checkerboard, simplifying the segmentation

of the image.

The augmented checkerboard has been displayed in red

and white, to be easily segmented by binarizing the images

after performing a color based thresholding. Figure 9 shows

one of the segmented views (b), together with its corre-

sponding unaugmented image (a), and the detected checker-

board points.

6. The Validation Technique

We measured the calibration error by performing a stereo

calibration between the real cameras and their virtual coun-

terparts. The set of unaugmented images from the left cam-

era and the corresponding augmented set (still from the

left camera) were thus considered as part of a stereo sys-

tem, which was calibrated to find the relative displacement

(residual positional drift). The same procedure was then re-

peated for the right camera.

To test the repeatibility of the system, we performed the

calibration procedure another 8 times for each eye, and we

computed the standard deviation of the parameters over all

the iterations.

To quantify the misalignment error perceived by the user,

we measured the distance between the projected 3D posi-

tions of the checkerboard points with the 3D positions dis-

played by the augmentation, as in (Figure 9). In (Figure 9

c), the blue dots represent the real position of the projected

3D points, while the red dots represent the positions of the

corresponding virtual points. The distribution and magni-

tude of these distances over the image plane can be used as

metric of the perceived error, which can be useful to define

which areas of the work space are more suited for interac-

tion. To achieve this representation, we obtained the real

3D positions by triangulating the points detected in the real

stereo rig (e.g. Figure 8 top two views), and the perceived

3D positions by triangulating the points detected from the

augmented views (Figure 8, bottom two views). Since the

detected points are in the reference frame of the first cam-

era used during the stereo calibration, we brought the virtual

3D points in the real left camera reference frame one by ap-

plying the transformation from the left virtual to the real

camera obtained previously.

7. Results

The residual calibration error, and the standard devia-

tion computed over 8 calibrations, are shown in Table 1. By

comparing the deviation of the obtained parameters over the



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. The points triangulated in the real (a) and virtual (b) stereo rigs (only the left view is displayed). In (c) the 2D misalignment

between the triangulated 3D points can be observed (grid size is 5cm). The red points are generated from the virtual stereo system, the blue

ones are obtained from the unaugmented views.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 10. The top images (a,b,c,d) show the alignment error before the calibration. The bottom images (e,f,g,h) display the obtained

alignment post-calibration. All the images are collected from inside the HMD, with the mannequin stereo system.

calibration attempts with the residual error of the first cal-

ibration, it is possible to see that the other calibrations are

likely to produce similar residual errors, keeping the system

stable over different sessions. We can observe how there

is a residual rototranslational error: roughly in the volume

where the calibration alignments were collected, the rota-

tional drift in the vertical y axis is compensated by a hori-

zontal translation.

The average euclidean distance error between perceived

and real positions is 23±11.5 mm, computed over 594 pairs

of points (11 image pairs, 54 points per image). When con-

sidering the plane orthogonal to the optical axis, the average

2D euclidean distance error perceived is 8.5± 4.5 mm.

The heat map of the alignment error distribution along

the x, y orthogonal plane (Figure 11) shows that the ma-

jority of the distortion is localized towards the edges of the

Figure 11. Heat map of the euclidean distance of alignment error

along the plane orthogonal to the optical axis (colormap measures

in mm).

field of view. This bias is rather common during stereo sys-

tems calibration as the edges of the cameras views are usu-



ally not overlapped, thus no alignments are performed in

that area.

Left Camera R.E.L. Right Camera R.E.R.

fx ±7.2 mm 34 mm ±10 mm 21 mm

fy ±11.5 mm 62 mm ±11 mm 48 mm

cx ±5.4 mm 0.9 mm ±2 mm 6.5 mm

cy ±5.4 mm 0.7 mm ±5 mm 3.3 mm

s ±2.8 mm 2.7 mm ±2.2 mm 1.3 mm

tx ±32 mm 66 mm ±24 mm 60 mm

ty ±14.1 mm 38 mm ±22 mm 50 mm

tz ±31.9 mm 26 mm ±37.4 mm 66 mm

Rx ±4.21◦ 0.48◦ ±8.11◦ 0.54◦

Ry ±4.32◦ 3.28◦ ±2.6◦ 3.98◦

Rz ±1.21◦ 7.57◦ ±0.85◦ 6.9◦

Table 1. The Right/Left camera columns report the parameters

standard deviation over the different calibrations. The other two

columns report the absolute Residual Error for the Left (R.E.L.)

and Right (R.E.R.) cameras.

The depth misalignment does not change significantly

over distance (Figure 12), with a mean error of 20.5± 12.6
mm. Since such misalignment was hardly noticeable (e.g.

Figure 10 g), this error is probably compensated by the scale

factor introduced by the focal length drift. Considering the

computed perceived misalignment, we consider that the ob-

tained reprojection can be used for an effective AR user in-

teraction.

Figure 12. Progression of the alignment error over depth. Each

box bins data from ±25mm.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the calibration of an OST AR

HMD, and propose a technique to analyze the quality of

the obtained alignment. The calibration procedure uses an

external and off-the-shelf tracking system, which provides

precise measures, and it can be generalized for different

tracking systems. In many studies the quality of the cali-

bration is often validated by means of user studies, which

can lead to: (i) perceptual bias introduced by the users;

(ii) the dependency to subjective metrics, and (iii) calibra-

tion systems which are not easily comparable with each

another without several comparative/repetition studies. In

our proposed method, the calibration is validated by means

of objectively quantifiable data obtained by a stereo cam-

era. As metrics to quantify the degree of locational realism

achieved, and thus the quality of the calibration, we pro-

pose to measure (i) the residual parameter error between the

computed parameters of the virtual camera with respect to

the real camera; (ii) the amount of perceived misalignment

error in the work space area of interest, and (iii) the repeati-

bility of the calibration expressed as the error variance over

multiple calibration sessions.

As it was reported in [22], we also experienced that the

projection matrices obtained with the SPAAM procedure

are subject to small misalignment errors. The average align-

ment error however can be considered suitable for interac-

tion bounded in peripersonal space, thus providing a coher-

ent egocentric perception of the augmented scene in both

the virtual and the real reference frames.
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